Non-Fiction Review Templates

General Non-Fiction - 10
A solution!
I’ve never had to really worry about [problem]. Then [situation] hit. Over the last several years, I’ve dealt with [problem #1, problem #2, problem #3]. Nothing seemed to help.
Finally, I started [action (possible solution - not author’s)] over the last several [period of time] to achieve [desired result]. Then life happened and my motivation faltered. I started to lose momentum and progress. After researching my issue, I discovered [Book Title]. I liked the idea of [book topic] and the possibility of [solution].
I still occasionally [previous action taken] and by implementing [specific action step in book], I’ve [result]. The [solution] is easy, and I highly recommend anyone struggling with [problem #1] or [problem #2] give it a try. It worked for me!
***
A cool, inside look
[Book Title] is a very cool inside look at why we have [problem] and what we can do to change it. I was surprised at how easy it was for me to reach [desired result] after incorporating just a couple of [author name]’s suggestions. It was easier than I thought it would be and impacted my life by adding [benefit] to my daily life.
Incredibly well-written, this book is a fun read and packed with great stories and wisdom. I highly recommend you pick up a copy today as I know you’ll love it!
***
Worth being a best seller
In short, this book will be a big seller and you should add it to your collection of [genre] books. Why? Because as [author name] reveals inside, [benefit] will change your life! [He/she] talks about [short book summary (1-2 sentences)] and exactly how to apply it to your unique situation. After reading this book, you’ll have a pretty good idea as to how it will help you handle [problem].
I think the author has stumbled on something really important. Don’t miss this one, as I’m sure you’ll be as impressed with [Book Title] as I was.
***
Finally, a practical no-nonsense guide to kicking [problem] to the curb!
I admit, I have an issue with [problem]. I grew up with [problem] and my family just enforces it. [Author name]’s book is a breath of fresh air and most of [his/her] suggestions and advice has to do with [solution]. In the book [he/she] mentions that it will only take [number] of [days/weeks/months] to see [result], and I can affirm that’s true!
I can see how [Book Title] will affect lives in a positive way. Pick it up today and start your journey toward kicking [problem] to the curb!
***
The logic behind [benefit]
The main theme of [Book Title] is that there’s a logic behind why some people experience [benefit] while others are still stuck in [problem]. In this book, [author name] details how  [short book summary (1-2 sentences)]. This theme appears throughout this book, which is becoming a favorite of mine in [genre].
I strongly recommend this book if you’re interested in the explanation behind [problem].
***
Another good one
This book contains about [number/dozen] amazing golden nuggets that if applied, could change your life. The journey within these pages will show you how important it is to find [solution]. I learned so much in this book as it helped clarify why I struggle with [problem] and what I can do to find [result]. To me, it’s an enlightening book that should be required reading in schools across the globe.
***
Worth every penny!
This book isn’t only a great read, it’s a bargain! It changed the way I look at [problem] and delivers on much more than the title promises. Now I finally understand how [solution] can be found. This book has changed my world! I will certainly recommend [Book Title] to everyone I know. Whether you agree with everything [author name] says or not, you will definitely glean some insights into [problem].
***
Good reading
This is a book about [short book summary (1-2 sentences)], and will clearly reveal the path to [result]. It’s unlike any other [genre] book I’ve ever read. While there are no magical solutions for [problem] instantly available, [author name] will show you how to [result] and you’ll find yourself excelling at [place (i.e. work, school)] in ways you were never able to before.
If you’re wondering about [problem] and want more [benefit], I wholeheartedly recommend reading this book.
***
Strategies for [solution]
[Book Title] has been a major plus in my life thus far. I can’t imagine not taking its lessons, such as [benefit], with me into the future. It’s honestly that good! This is a book everyone should read because it unravels the mystery of [problem] and gently guides you toward [solution]. I’m only disappointed that in all my years of learning and reading, just now I was finally directed to read a book that contains this knowledge and wisdom.
Grab it and employ [author name]’s strategies hidden within these pages today. You won’t regret it!
***
An excellent guide!
I’ve read a lot of [genre] books, and [Book Title] is definitely in my top [number]. Not full of hype, this book will be around long after all the fly-by-night “best sellers” are gone. If you’re looking to find your way in the world and reach [result], this outstanding book really delivers! I could not have found [solution] if [author name] hadn’t shown me the way.
Let [him/her] guide you on your journey to [result] with this excellently-written guide!

Business/Leadership - 10
[Author name] nailed it!
I’ve read a lot in the field of leadership, and in my opinion [author name] is at the top. [He/she]’s writing isn’t only easy to read, [his/her] analysis of the foundations of leadership and what makes a good leader is brilliant. If you lead any group of people at work, your business, your church, or even just your family, read this book. It also makes a great gift for anyone who runs their own business!
***
More than knowledge
Beyond sound business knowledge, this book has a very extensive section on [subject]. Sometimes to achieve great success in business you have to face [problem] head-on and overcome [problem] and [problem]. I highly recommend [Book Title] if you want to know more about running a business, are thinking of starting your own business, or if you’re thinking about climbing the corporate ladder. This book is on the top of my “recommended reads” pile.
***
Best business read. Period.
I’m a voracious reader of business books, so when I got [Book Title], I instantly took time to devour it. It made sense and didn’t contradict the advice in other great business books I’ve read. [Author name] has taken [his/her] experience and distilled it down into an easy-to-understand success manual. The specifics [he/she] tackles regarding [problem] will get you on the fast track to [solution].
I don’t know how many friends I’ve told about this book, it’s that good. Just the chapters [chapter name] and [chapter name] make it invaluable to anyone who wants a clear guide in business.
***
Full of a-ha’s!
Not many books I come across have me jumping out of my seat with huge “a-ha” moments. [Author name] takes the small business owner on a journey of exploring [problem] toward the ability to [solution]. If I’d had this book when I first started, I would have saved myself years of angst.
I don’t see how anyone would be disappointed in this information-rich book.
***
Useful suggestions
I got this book because I believe in the way [author name] tackles [problem]. There’s a lot of good advice, especially about [topic]. It’s an excellent resource for ideas on how to [benefit], [benefit] and [benefit].
I like the down-to-earth, useful way [author name] writes and I’m sure you will, too.
***
Outstanding book on leadership
I’ve read countless books, many on leadership, and this one puts a new spin on the old problem of [problem]. [Author name] shares great insights about [subject]. For example, [short book summary (1-2 sentences)].
These easy-to-follow concepts are relevant in any industry, so I highly recommend getting this book for anyone at the management level.
***
If you can get only one leadership book, make it this one.
Anyone in a leadership role or who wants to be in management should read this book. [Author name] has made developing leaders [his/her] life’s work and it clearly shows in [Book Title]. If you want to grow as a leader, read about [topic] and take action to become an effective leader.
This is one of the best books I’ve read on this subject, so you should read it today!
***
I agree!
In light of [reviewer’s experience], I totally agree with [author name]’s observations that [problem] is running rampant in [place (i.e. the workplace)] today. Beyond all the practical insights, [Book Title] will also [benefit].
This book left me truly inspired!
***
Worth the time
[Book Title] is well worth snatching up and reading, as the tips and insights you will gain from it will allow you to [result]. [Short book summary (1-2 sentences)]. This well-written book offers some very simple, yet effective ways to [desired result].
Spend some time reading this book today. You may be surprised at how it impacts your life and work!
***
[Number] of pages to stretch your mind
[Title] has stretched my ideas and mind way past what I’m used to. [Author name] gives a lot of tips with very little sugarcoating. Some of it may be hard to swallow, but this book full of wisdom is worth the time. Get ready to be challenged and to face your fear of [fear/problem]. You’ll see a huge change as you [result].
Business growth can be challenging, so stop “going it alone” and get this book today.

Self-Help/Personal Growth - 10
Powerful stuff
The main idea behind this book is that [short book summary (1-2 sentences)]. The problem is that most people [problem], which doesn’t align with [desired result]. If you’re like me and have a serious problem with [problem], get this book. Have someone read through it with you. It’s incredible and worth way more than you’ll ever pay in how it will change your life!
***
This book will benefit anyone
If you’re interested in improving any skill in your life, whether in relationships, leadership, coaching, etc., this is a must read. [Author name] stresses [topic/subject] in this book and will open your eyes to the possibility of [result]. You will be challenged, inspired and your mindset and life will dramatically improve as you apply [author’s advice].
If you’re ready to deep-dive off the edge of the pool of personal growth, this book is for you.
***
Perfect if you’re in transition
Every human being will go through transitions, so that fact alone makes this book a perfect read for you. [Short book summary (1-2 sentences)]. It’s enlightening, inspiring, and one of the best self-help books I’ve ever read.
I’ve read it [number of times] and given copies to at least [number] people I care about. If you’re interested in thriving through your transition, this is a good use of your time.
***
Direct and down-to-Earth
If you’re ready to laugh, cry, and be taken on a journey of [benefit], snatch this book up right now. It’s one of the best self-help books I’ve read in a long time. [Author name] gave me the boost I needed at the perfect time. Buy it, read it, and re-read it until it sinks in.
I highly recommend [Book Title] to anyone needing positive reinforcement.
***
The perfect book for [problem]
I’ve heard some of the advice [author name] presents in [Book Title] before, but this time it finally clicked. Before, [problem] made me feel [negative emotion], but now that I’ve read and applied this book, I’m ready to create the life I’ve always dreamed of. [Author name] breaks it down in easy-to-take steps and makes you understand how to tackle [problem] and achieve [solution].
Thank you [author name], for writing this diamond in the rough and giving me a new life to experience.
***
Brilliant read!
Before I could finish reading this book, I was recommending it to others. It’s an inspirational rush of belief that made me truly realize I can [benefit]. When I started applying what [author name] says to my life, I immediately experienced [result]. This book is definitely in my top [number] favorite books I’ve ever read. It’s absolutely brilliant!
***
Very helpful
This book is about [short book summary (1-2 sentences)]. Because [topic] makes me uncomfortable, at first I avoided reading this book. I’m very glad I did, and hopefully you will, too, because as a result of applying [author name]’s advice to [problem] made me finally [benefit]!
Get a copy for yourself and someone you care about. You won’t regret it!
***
Amazing message
[Book Title] is an easy read, yet profound. The book packs a hefty punch in terms of shattering [problem] and opening up [solution]. It’s the perfect instruction guide to achieve [benefit]. Allow the magic of [author name]’s message to sink in and surround your heart.
I think this one is a must-have for anyone wanting [benefit]. 
***
An excellent guide
[Book Title] is a must read for so many reasons. [Author name] shares [his/her] journey through [problem] in such a relatable way, I could tell [he/she] really understood what I deal with every day. This guide was so inspiring, it made me [action taken]. I encourage you to pick up this book, live your life and tackle your issues head-on.
Highly recommend!
***
This book changed my life.
I’ve been through [circumstance] and struggled with [problem] for nearly [number] years. Everyone assumed I had [condition]. When I discovered I could get real help, I found this book. It really spoke to me. Thanks to [author name], I’ve started to take action toward [solution].
This book is well organized with practical advice and solutions for [problem]. It contains vital information, so I recommend you grab your copy today.

Relationships - 10
It works with teens!
This book is AMAZING! I had to share it with [group name (i.e. PTA)]. It may not be a magic bullet, but the [result] I experienced after implementing [solution] presented inside these pages has made my teen and I both breathe easier.
Pick up a copy of [Book Title] today and start incorporating the skills into your life and home. I promise you won’t be disappointed!
***
Perfect resource
I was at the end of my rope when I got [Book Title]. [Problem] was practically taking over my home, my life and my family. I realized my relationship with [family member(s)] was suffering when [problem] became prominent. Enter [author name] and [his/her] amazing book about [short book summary (1-2 sentences)].
I’m now confident that [family member(s)] will [benefit], no matter what happens in the meantime. Buy this book. It’s the perfect resource for [problem].
***
Awesome for parents
If I could bribe every new parent to read only one book, it would be [Book Title]. I’m sure that children’s lives will be changed for the better as parents use this book to [solution]. [Author name]’s methods work! I’m so excited how it’s impacted my family and my relationship with my [son/daughter]. Pick up your copy today if you’re ready for a new way of thinking about your relationship with your kids.
***
Proof for the skeptic
If you’re skeptical that any resource, like a book, could make a big difference in your life, I challenge you to read [Book Title] now. If you’re reading this review, you’re probably dealing with [problem] or [problem] with [type of person (i.e. your kids, husband, etc.)]. This excellent book will teach you how to mend your relationship with them, and provides tips, tricks and techniques that are easy to apply to any situation.
Test out the methods [author name] outlines and see for yourself.
***
Better your marriage
This book speaks deeply about the issues many married couples face. [Author name] shows just how much [he/she] understands couples and their struggles. Although reading a book isn’t the only way to better a relationship and may not necessarily heal a broken one, this one can definitely add a positive impact. I know for me, it will helped with [problem].
I’m sure you’ll be touched by the message of [benefit] as well.
***
Important book
Having just went through [problem], I was hunting for a resource to help me [benefit] when I found [Book Title]. I can’t describe how important I feel [author name]’s message is to heal any relationship. If you’ve been through [problem], you’ll be able to relate to the stories and examples shared in this book. And if you haven’t been through that, pick it up anyway. It’s a great read!
***
Fantastic for couples!
This fantastic book is very helpful for all couples. The simple advice is easy to put into action. I can already see a difference in my relationship with [partner] after just a few days of being intentional to apply the principles outlined in this book. Even if your relationship isn’t in trouble, [Book Title] contains great advice to keep in mind that will strengthen it.
I’ve already recommended this informative book to my family and would recommend it to everyone.
***
At the top of my list
I’ve read a lot of relationship books and this one’s at the very top of my list. It’s a quick read, and [author name] tells it like it is. Boldly written, [Book Title] will take you on a wild ride through real life. Read about how [short book summary (1-2 sentences)].
Buy this empowering book for every [man/woman] you care about.
***
Motivate others
If you’re looking for a manual to relate to you fellow human beings, [Book Title] is it! Too many times we humans encounter [problem] and [solution] evades our best efforts. However, [author name] tackles these issues in an easy-to-grasp way. Get ready to [benefit] by spending just a small amount of time reading this book.
I assure you, it’s worth the commitment to read to the end.
***
Eye-opening!
While I wasn’t sure what to expect, this book was great! It saved my sanity and got me through [problem]. Not only has [author name]’s recommendations helped in my relationships, it helped me think about [problem] in a different way. I now have a greater sense of [benefit] and [benefit].
If you’re human, you need this book.

Sports and Hobbies - 10
The best book ever written on [sport]
[Book Title] is the culmination of [number] years of [author name]’s experience in [sport]. The book is packed with useful information, and even good for beginners. It describes in detail how to [play/do] [sport]. Follow these techniques and it’s possible to gain [result].
I’m glad I read this book and recommend you to pick it up for yourself.
***
A great introduction
This is such a great book to introduce anyone to [hobby]. The book gives great examples, helps you see all the details and covers [topic]. The tips and tricks in this book will make it easy for someone with no experience [activity] delve into the wonderful world of [hobby]. I’m so impressed with this book and highly recommend it for anyone looking to learn more about [hobby].
***
Inspiring instructions!
This book is awesome! I absolutely love it and am super inspired by all the fun ideas inside. It includes [short book summary (1-2 sentences)]. Would I buy a copy for any of my friends or relatives interested in [topic]? Of course! It’s the most comprehensive guide to [hobby/activity] I’ve seen in a long time.
I can’t wait to do more [activity]!
***
Wonderfully helpful
Simple and explanatory, this book for [skill level (i.e. beginners)] is clear and easy to follow. It’s a wonderful book, helpful and inspiring. I’ve been trying to teach myself [hobby/skill] for [length of time (i.e. years)] and now I finally understand. I can see how the advice in this book will save me time, frustration and money as I develop my [skill/hobby].
This book is perfect for anyone looking to [benefit] more in [hobby/activity].
***
Useful information
I’ve only had this book for a short time and already I’ve found a lot of useful information. [Short book summary (1-2 sentences)]. The author’s attention to detail will save me from [problem]. [He/she] covers all the basics as well as some advanced techniques for [hobby/activity].
Inspiring and instructional, this useful book will be a reference for me from time to time again.
***
I want what this author has
My eyes have been opened… I don’t consider myself [talent], though I want to be, and [author name] clearly is… I want what [he/she] has!
This book is full of information about how to tackle [problem] and experience [solution]. It should be well on its way to becoming a classic in [genre/topic], and for good reason. I highly recommend you pick this up. You won’t regret investing in it.
***
Ideas, ideas and more ideas!
This is a great book to inspire [hobbyist], but I feel it’s more than inspiring, it’s all about ideas and imagination. I used this book as a stepping-off point to tackle [problem] and I wasn’t disappointed. The ideas keep flying in faster than I can act on them, I feel like a pro after reading it!
Buy this book and have fun [hobby]ing.
***
Totally satisfied
I got this book for [person/son/daughter] who was interested in [hobby/activity]. The methods are easy to understand, and combined with [materials], it made a fantastic gift. Even if [he/she] stopped doing [hobby] tomorrow, I wouldn’t regret investing in this book. The enjoyment [he/she] has gotten from it has been nothing short of awesome!
***
Fun and exciting!
This book is one of my new favorites about [topic]. I love how [short book summary (1-2 sentences)]. The writing is clever, the layout is brilliant and the book is filled with great ideas.
Grab a copy for yourself and have fun with [hobby/activity]!
***
Great book for [hobby]ist
This is an excellent guide for [hobby]. The instructions were easy to follow and understand, the information was useful, and I’m excited to get started with [activity]. It’s good for beginners or the intermediate student of [hobby]. This is one book I’m going to keep at my fingertips.
Get a copy for yourself and the [hobby]ist in your life and have fun [activity]!


